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Landmark Structures to Commemorate 
Commonwealth War Heroes 
Osborne and our specialist supply chain partners, Cathedral 
Works Organisation, were honoured to be awarded the contract to 
supply and build these landmark structures which commemorate 
the Commonwealth Victoria and George Cross holders, and the 
five million volunteers from the Indian Sub-Continent, Africa and 
the Caribbean who fought with Britain during the two World Wars.

The Commonwealth Memorial Gates are situated in one of the 
most high-profile areas of London; on Constitution Hill, between 
Buckingham Palace and Green Park, near the Wellington Arch. 
The site is in Royal Parks controlled land so our Project Strategy was 
designed in strict compliance with the park’s working constraints 
with a meticulously planned Traffic Management regime to 
maintain three lanes of traffic at all times; whilst providing the 
flexibility and security to accommodate daily troop movements 
and requirements for the Royal Family travelling in and out of the 
Palace.

Perfection in Off-Site Stone and Bronze 
Production 

Our intensive delivery programme consisted of production 
and construction of the highly engraved stone gates and a 
stone pavilion, complete with the associated carriageway 
reconstruction, foundations and services; and the installation of 
bronze hydraulic bollards. 

The bulk of the civil engineering works were completed on-site 
simultaneously with the off-site production of the stone and bronze 
elements; the completion of a quality and safe solution being our 
primary objective.

Right First Time High Specification Product                                                     
All members of our team took a personal pride and passion in 
delivering the work safely with in-built quality, in-line with our ‘Right 
First Time’ culture and values. The Memorial Gates consist of four 
individual Portland stone piers inscribed with the names of the 
Commonwealth countries and topped with bronze urns in which 
flames are lit on special occasions such as Remembrance Sunday, 
Armistice Day and Commonwealth Day. 

TOP: Commemorating through the 
Commonwealth Memorial Gates

BOTTOM: Passing through the gates in royal style

Constitution Hill Memorial 
Gates
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To the side of the Gates, the prestigious scheme included a 
Portland stone pavilion with benches and paving. Inside the 
dome, bronze lettering lists the names of the Victoria and George 
Cross holders and the major campaigns are listed on two stone 
benches. 

In highly controlled conditions, each stone was handpicked and 
precision engraved before being securely packaged for safe 
delivery to site and installation. The same care and attention to 
detail was embedded throughout the high specification scheme 
including: paving the road with red Indian granite sets, in an 
ornate pattern requiring exceptional standards of finish; installing 
an intricate lighting scheme for the stonework piers and pavilion, 
including decorative bronze lamp columns and additional ornate 
lanterns which light the carriageway; and installing automatic 
bronze hydraulic bollards which enable the road to be closed on 
Sundays and State occasions. The state-of-the-art bollards are 
phased into the traffic signals on the Hyde Park Corner gyratory 
and raised/lowered via a hand-held remote.

Royal Stakeholder Management 

The adjacent road is heavily trafficked and a meticulously planned 
Traffic Management regime was designed and implemented to 
maintain three lanes of traffic at all times. The scheme included 
flexible, efficient adaptions to take account movement from 
the Palace including the daily Changing of the Guard troop 
movements and specific requirements for the Royal Family. 
Excellent relationships were formed with the Royal Parks and 
Metropolitan Police to ensure their needs and concerns were 
addressed at all times. 

Sadly, whilst works were in progress, Her Majesty the Queen Mother 
passed away. The State Funeral route required the cortège to 
pass between the new Gates and through our existing stakeholder 
relationships we were able to respond immediately to requests 
from the funeral organisers and security services. Undertaking 
extensive liaison with all parties involved, and supported by our 
supply chain, we rapidly removed all evidence of our works from 
the site and presented the area in a safe condition in time to allow 
the funeral cortege to pass through the gates. After the funeral, 
we were able to quickly return to the site and continue the works 
without any delay to the Programme.

Constitution Hill Memorial 
Gates

TOP: Frontal view of Memorial Gates

BOTTOM: High quality stone works, with each 
stone handpicked and engraved


